Komagata Maru Incident Pollock Sharon Playwrights
reimagining canada: sharon pollock’s the komagata maru ... - articles — articles tanja cvetković
réimaginer le canada : the komagata maru incident de sharon pollock (85–94) | revue d’etudes canadiennes en
europe centrale| revisiting the theatre of the komagata maru incident - ines plays such as sharon
pollock’s the komagata maru incident (1976) as performative enactments that contribute to memorialization of
the episode, which, as cultural critics, writers, and historians remind us, legitimized racism in sharon
pollock's the komagata maru ... - it is the historical incident of the komagata maru. pollack is pollack is
shocked "i didn’t know about the komagata maru either, something like this could happen again and i
investigating british columbia's past: the komagata maru ... - essay, which examines sharon pollock's
the komagata maru incident (1976) and joan macleod's the hope slide(1992) take, s up knowles's invitation to
study canadian plays on historical subjects as blood relations and other plays - inflibnet - pollock's return
to the fossilised and neglected canadian pastness in the komagata maru incident was staged at vancouver
east cultural centre in january 1976, on the night the ship komagata maru brought women dramatists:
sharon pollock and judith thompson - the historical plays walsh and the komagata maru incident, and the
prison hostage drama, one tiger to a hill (1980), into the context of family relations. crossing borders:
sharon pollock's revisitation of ... - walsh, the komagata maru incident, and fair liberty's call, pollock shat
ters this myth of canadian moral superiority; there is little difference between the public and private policy of
the two countries. introduction: sharon pollock: anatomising the question p ... - preface p. iii
introduction: sharon pollock: anatomising the question p. 1 a memoir (1998) p. 17 chronology of important
dates p. 23 walsh (1973) p. 29 chapter- v the contemporary phase - incident as the komagata maru
incident as a theatrical inquiry, she herself acknowledged that it was a theatrical impression of her mind
instead of a documentary account. special collections - dspace.ucalgary - some of her earlier plays,
including walsh (1973), the komagata maru incident (1976) and one tiger to a hill (1980), lean towards
simplistic ideas and holier-than-thou didacticism; but her subsequent works - generations (1980), blood
relations (1980), whiskey six cadenza best of ontario theater - yale university - sharon pollock, whose
plays specialize in canadian histo - ry, with the komagata maru incident , about a shameful episode on the
west coast a hundred years ago. groups guide - stratford festival - groups guide p.o. box 520 stratford on |
n5a 6v2 canada 5843987 shakespeare twelfth night romeo and juliet timon of athens musicals guys and dolls
hms pinafore family treasure island classics the school for scandal the changeling bakkhai tartuﬀ e modern the
madwoman of chaillot the komagata maru incident world premiÈres the virgin trial the breathing hole
1.800.567.1600 stratfordfestival ... punjab research group - theprgles.wordpress - pollock's the
komagata maru incident has become a classic work in the canon of canadian theatre; in it, the playwright
challenged comfortable assumptions about the country’s history at a time when such reexamination was
coming to the fore.
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